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Pre Authentication is a secure, fast handover mechanism. It is based on the principle that a centralized AAA 
server established a shared private key MK between itself and the SS, using an EAP method, and populates 
multiple base stations with a PMK (Pairwise Master Key) that is derived from the MK and the identities of the 
BS and SS. 
 
Thus the SS is able to compute the PMK for any base station, since it is based on the MK it possesses, its own 
identity (MAC address in this case) and the publicly known identity of any target BS it may hand over to. 
 
This foreknowledge of the PMK enables a fast handover in which normal key exchanges are not necessary. 
 
The airside messaging to support this requires a handshake to enable and SS to determine when it may make a 
pre-authenticated handover, in place of the full, secure network entry procedure. This 2 message PKM-
PREAUTH-REQ/RSP exchange is made prior to the HO-Ind message is sent by the SS. 
 
The key derivation for the PMK is described in the Key Hierarchy proposal, C802.16e-04/188. 
 
Editor Instructions: 
[Insert into clause 7 in the appropriate PKMv2 subsection, 7.x.x.x Pre-AuthenticationChange.] 
 
7.x.x.x Pre-Authentication 
 
After a HO-REQ/RSP exchange, an SS may seek to use pre-authentication to effect a faster handover. An SS 
seeking to use pre-authentication shall transmit a PKM_PREAUTH-REQ. 
 
A BS on receipt of a PKM-AUTH-REQ message shall reply with a PKM-PREAUTH-RSP message, or with a 
PKM_PREAUTH-REJECT message 
 
A BS may send an unsolicited PKM_AUTH-RSP message. 
 
A PKM-PREAUTH-RSP indicates that the chosen BS is populated with a PMK coupled to the identity of the 
requesting SS. A PKM-PREAUTH-REJECT indicates that the chosen BS is not populated with a PMK coupled 
to the identity of the requesting SS. 
 
The pre-authenticated SS may skip the authorization and EAP stages of network entry. The primary keying 
material available at the BS and SS shall be the computed PMK as defined in 7.x.x.x Key Hierarchy. Therefore 
the AK computation will be based on the PMK and not the PAK, consistent with the AK computation rules in 
the PKMv2 key hierarchy. 
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[In the section where PKM messages are defined 6.3.2.3.9.x probably, insert.] 
 
6.3.2.3.9.x Pre Auth Request (PKM-PREAUTH-RSP) Message 
 
Receipt of a Pre Auth Request message indicates to the receiving BS, that the sending SS is seeking to perform a pre-authenticated 
handover. The BS may response with a Pre Auth Response message if the target BS has been populated with a PMK tied to the target 
BS’s BSID and requesting SS’s SSID. 
 
Code: x 
 
Attributes are shown in Table xx. 
 

Attribute Contents 
Target BSID BSID 

Requesting SSID SSID 
Digest HMAC or OMAC Digest 

 
 
The Digest attribute shall be the final attribute in the message’s attribute list. 
 
Inclusion of the keyed digest allows the receiving BS to authenticate the Pre Auth Request message. 
 
6.3.2.3.9.x+1 Pre Auth Response (PKM-PREAUTH-RSP Message) 
 
Receipt of a Pre Auth Response message indicates to the receiving SS, that the BS identified by the BSID in the associated Pre Auth 
Request message and repeated in the response, is populated with a valid PMK. 
 
Code: x 
 
Attributes are shown in Table xx. 
 

Attribute Contents 
Target BSID BSID 

Requesting SSID SSID 
Digest HMAC or OMAC Digest 

 
 
The Digest attribute shall be the final attribute in the message’s attribute list. 
 
Inclusion of the keyed digest allows the receiving SS to authenticate the Pre Auth Response message. 
 
6.3.2.3.9.x+1 Pre Auth Reject (PKM-PREAUTH-REJECT Message) 
 
Receipt of a Pre Auth Reject message indicates to the receiving SS, that the BS identified by the BSID in the associated Pre Auth 
Request message and repeated in the response, is not populated with a valid PMK. 
 
Code: x 
 
Attributes are shown in Table xx. 
 

Attribute Contents 
Target BSID BSID 

Requesting SSID SSID 
Digest HMAC or OMAC Digest 
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The Digest attribute shall be the final attribute in the message’s attribute list. 
 
Inclusion of the keyed digest allows the receiving SS to authenticate the Pre Auth Reject message. 
 


